Agrello

We aspire to **make digital signatures so simple, fast and secure**

that you would not consider any other option when signing documents or files

**Who we are**

Agrello is an ambitious technology company that is constantly developing and enhancing solutions that make the way of daily work and running businesses **paperless – globally**!

We are developing **next-generation** solutions that take advantage of the advanced capabilities of mobile devices and modern technology to offer a **high level of convenience and security** to the users.

Visit [www.agrello.io](http://www.agrello.io) to get started!
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**What we do**

It is now possible to **create, sign and manage** documents in 3 simple steps. Our aim is to change the way of daily work.

Sign your documents with your own **digital signature** by just using your computer or smartphone.

Agrello is constantly enhancing current solutions as well as developing new ones to solve paperwork issues.

Just because it’s digital, it doesn’t mean it has to be difficult

We’re about to make your daily work simpler, more productive and enjoyable
We aim to **solve problems** related to the slow, bureaucratic processes that are paper driven and time consuming.

We value **simplicity, security and sufficiency**.
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### Agrello ID

- Agrello ID is your personal identification that can be used for authentication and also for digital signing.
- Agrello ID is created, stored and accessed using your mobile device, meaning you can always have it with you.
- Agrello ID registration process requires a valid government-issued document, such as a passport, an ID card or a driver’s license. It is supported by more than 195 countries worldwide.

### Agrello API

- The essence of Agrello API is the opportunity to use Agrello ID features and infrastructure as integrated service in customer applications.
- The customer of API is fully in control of how they design their customer journey and front-end presence.
- Agrello API provides the engine for signing and Agrello ID application.

### Agrello DOCS

- Bring paperwork into digital form with digital signatures. Automate obligations, payments and contracts execution and reduce legal expenses in the process.
- Agrello DOCS is created on the Agrello platform. The user needs to log in to the platform using their Agrello ID secured with Agrello ID digital private keys.
- Users can sign documents anywhere they are, globally, using Agrello ID mobile application.
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**GLOBAL IDENTITY**

- **Agrello ID**
  - Authentication
  - Sign documents and files (ASIC)
  - Confirm payments, actions

**LOCAL IDENTITY**

- **Digital Society**
  - Estonia, ID card

**SERVICE LEVEL**

- **Agrello DOCS**
  - Create documents
  - Create templates
  - Share templates
  - Intelligent and self executing contracts (coming soon)

- **Agrello API**
  - 2FA authentication
  - Create documents and files
  - Sign documents and files
  - Collect verification data
  - Confirm payments, actions

**Verification partner**

To verify unique government-issued identification documents worldwide.

**Other Societies**

Around 195 countries.